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Launching a new venture requires the goodwill and attention of many 
individuals. The Institute for Global Citizenship is fortunate that the 
campus community is enthusiastic about the issues contemplated in 
the Civic Forum. From the administrative leadership to the Center for 
Religious and Spiritual Life to many of our collegiate departments, 
the sentiment for engagement with concepts of civic participation is 
wholly supportive.
Many people should be cited for their assistance. Professors Seyla 
Benhabib and David Theo Goldberg delivered thought-provoking lec-
tures and essays. We are also most grateful to the senior leadership of 
the College for sharing their perspectives on “global citizenship.” The 
student interventions were astute and articulate in their assessments of 
the arguments.
Much appreciated is Professor Jane Rhodes’ assistance in identify-
ing some of the key speakers and students. The logistical teams at 
Macalester College, as always, offered their critical help with publi-
cations, sound systems, and hospitality. Jessica Hawkinson (’08) has 
been invaluable in proofreading the essays. Moreover, we would like 
to thank those students, faculty, staff, and community members who 
joined us in inaugurating this new enterprise.
Finally, a word on two special colleagues: Andrew Latham, an asso-
ciate dean of the Institute, and Margaret Beegle, the executive assistant 
to the Dean. We thank Professor Latham for his leadership in the cre-
ation and consummation of the Forum. As for Margaret, we salute her 
for holding together, from the initial conception of the project to the 
appearance of this maiden volume, all the big and small details that 
went into the making of this initiative at Macalester College.
Notwithstanding a few hiccups, new pressures, and particularly 
demanding labor-time that accompanied the project, we are embold-
ened by its ultimate success. The theme of the 2008 Macalester Civic 
Forum is The Environment, Citizenship, and the Public Good.
*****
Macalester had a dual dream at its inception: on the one hand, to 
encourage students to cultivate their growth through rigorous study 
and critical self-reflection; on the other, to educate students for a con-
v
dition of freedom, civic purposefulness, and a vocation of leadership. 
This dream was captured by the pioneering works and lives of Edward 
Neill and James Wallace, two of the College’s most significant founders 
and builders. Thus, in this new Institute for Global Citizenship, Macal-
ester keeps faith with the dream by creating for and with our students 
a context conducive to a distinctive synthesis of intellectual intensity, 
self-monitoring, and preparation for public usefulness.
Consistent with the founding impulse, the Institute for Global Citi-
zenship offers a number of programs intended to educate our students 
for ethical and effective “global citizenship.” Among these intellectual 
innovations is the Macalester Civic Forum. To be held every spring, the 
Forum will have this focus: themes that are primarily national and the 
commissioning of a keynote address and formal essays by Macalester 
College students or alumni.
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